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1. His first published work was "Open the Lattice, Love." His 
first collection was Songs of me Sable Har~onies (1848). iro~ 
1850 to 1860 he made over a million dollars. In 1864 he died in 
the charity ward at Bellevue. For 10 pts. na~e this songwriter. 

ANS. Stephen Foster J 

2. While working on a poe~ he pricked his finger on a rose, when 
it did not heal it was discovered he had leuke~ia and he died 
shortly after. Germany's greatest 20th century poet, his Sonnets 
on Orpheus addressed the proble~ of death. For 10 pts. who was he? 

ANS. Rainier Maria Rilke 

3. He was first elected to the New York state legistlature as a 
me~ber of the Anti-Masonic Party. While there, he wrote a bill 
abolishing debtor's prison. In 1832, he was elected to the House 
of Representatives as a Whig. For 10 pts. name this 1856 candidate 
for president on the Know-Nothing party. 

ANS. jVlillard Fillmore /" 

4. Chris Costner Sizemore, Billy Milligan, and Sybil all suffered 
from this type of dissociative anxiety disorder. For 10 pts. what 
is it? 

ANS. Multiple Personality 

5. It has been used to reveal the sequence and ti~ing of the 
electron-transfer reactions that take place in photosynthesis. 
It is also used to study spectral l~nes that display the excitaticn 
and ionization of atoms and to ~easure Doppler shifts. ior 10. 
pts. what is this technique? 

ANS. SDectros~ .0 

6. His dialectical theology maln~ans that God is revealed as 
transcend ant and that man can only trust God for salvation and 
for the truth of Christian revelation. For 10 pts. name this 
20th century theologian, author of The Knowledge of God and the 
Service of God. . 

ItNS. Karl Barth 
J 

7. A major food-fj.sh, this gigantic flatfish is becoming popular 
as a game fish. Though a bottom feeder, they are vicious when hooked 
and because they can be 5 ft. long and several hundred pounds 
often have t6 be clubbed to death. For 10 pts. na~e this fish. 

ANS. Halibut 
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8. Robert Southey wrote a versi~n of this children's story in 1837 
in which the heroine was an angry, hornc:less, gray-haired crcme. 
Joseph Cundall turned her into a little girl he named Silver-Hair. 
Eventually her na~ed was changed to fit descriptions of her blond 
hair. For 10 pts. na~e this intruder. 

ANS. Goldilocks and the Three Bears 

9. Its flag is solid green with a red 
Cotonou is its largest city and chief 
Burkina Fasso, Niger, and Nigeria, it 
For 10 pts. name this African nation. 

ANS. Benin . /(, 

star in the upper left corner. 
port. Bordered by Togo, 
was for~erly known as Dahomey. 

./ 
10. He became fa~ous in London society without doing much at all. 
and was satirized as Bunthorne in Gilbert and Sullivan's Patience. 
Subject of a new bestselling biography by Richard Ell~ann, his 
fa~e abruptly ended following his 1896 imprison~ent. For 10 
pts. na~e this author who wrote Lady Winder~ere's Fan. 

ANS. Oscar Wilde 

11. It contains sodi'Jm bicarbonate and sameti iies ferrous or li thiu'll 
bicarbonate. In Casablanca, Claude Rains throws a bottle of it into 
a trash can. For 10 pts. name this mineral water which co~es fro'll 
hot springs in a region of central France with also gave its name 
to the French provisional government during World War II. 

ANS. Vichy \'later V 
12. Their three. main types are 'llono-, dynamic-, and enanio-. 
The enanio- variety are isomeric substances, such as quartz, that 
have two crystalline forms. For 10 pts. what are these types of 
elements which can come in two or more physical forms? 

ANS. Allotropes or Allotropy f D 
13. The Wagner-Garner Relief Bill would have extended loans ira'll 
the organization to small businesses and individuals, but Hoover 
vetoed it; thereby reinforcing the view of critics that this 
organization favored bankers and big business. For 10 pts. na~e 
this agency established in 1932 to loan money to banks, insurance 
co~panies, and other key enterprises. 

ANS. Reconstruction Finance Corporation 

14. Nt. Dicte was their abode and they were ugly bird-like monsters 
with large claws. Zeus sent them to continually take the food fro'll 
Phineus. For 10 pts. who were these stinky sisters of Iris. 

ANS. Harpies 
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15. Growing up in Arkansas, she was raped at age 7 and bore a 
child when she was 16. These experiences influenced her fiction 
and poetry which celebrated the black experience and its triu~ph 

/ over adversity. For 10 pts. name this author of Singin' and Swingin' 
and Gettin', Merry Like Christmas, and I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. 

ANS. Maya Angelou o 
16. Most nu~erous in cells with a high level of ~etabolic activity, 
it is typically oval or sausage-shaped and bounded by two membranes. 
It is the site of the electron transport chain and the Krebs 
cycle. For 10 pts. name this structure within cytoplasm that 
carries out aerobic respiration. 

ANS. Mitochondria 

17. In 1773, Cle~ent XIV outlawed the~ in the brief Dominus ac 
Rede~ptor. Frior to that time, they had opposed Louis XIV and 
established themselves by colonizing South America. For 10 pts. 
what is this Catholic religious order reestablished in 1814. 

ANS. Jesuits Accept Society of Jesus 

18. Great Britain won this uly~pic track event in 1912, and the 
USSR won in 1980. The U.S. team won in 1960, but was disqualified. 
In every other Olympics, the U.S. has taken home the gold. For 
10 pts. what is this tea~ track event, won in 1984 on the final led
~ by Carl Lewis? 

ANS. 400-Meter Relay /' 

19. It states that the strain produced in a ~aterial or physical 
syste~ s~bjected to strain is directly proportional to the stress 
applied. For 10 Pt~hat is this law? 

ANS. Hooke's Law I 

20. It consists largely of tw~ rectangular c~urts) the Court of the 
Poal or of the Myrtles, and the Court of the Lions which contains 
a fa~cus fountain consisting of an alabaster basin supported by 12 
marble lions. While an attache in Spain, ~ashington Irving wrote 
a volume of tales named for it. For 10 pts. na~e this Moorish palace. 

ANS. The Alha'llDra J 

21. In his autobiography, he says at age 17 an aDgel directed hi~ 
t~ buried golden plates containing the history ~f Hebrew descendents 
who had sailed to America. For 10 pts. identify this religious 
leader, murdered in 1844 at Carthage, Illinois. 

-ANS. Joseph Smith 
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ALL-AMERICAN TOURNAMENT, 1988 Bonu ses 1/ 
1. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Joan of Arc has served as inspiration for a number of writers. Given an author, 
give me the title of the work each penned which dealt in some way with Joan, 
five pts. for each correct, 30 pts. for all five. 
1. George Bernard Shaw ANS. Saint Joan vi' 
2. Friedrich Schiller ANS. The Maid of Orleans ~ 
3. Mark Twain ANS. Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc \,' 
4. Jean Anouilh ANS. The Lark or LIAlouette ~ 
5. Shakespeare ANS. Henry VI -1-

2. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Variable stars are stars which fluctuate in luminosity. For 15 pts. each, 
identify these two types of variable stars. _ 
1. This type is often named after its best-known and brightest example, a star 

in the constellatrion Cetus. They have long periods of variability ranging 
from three months to two years. _ "'-

ANS. Mira Variables 
2. The most important type of variab~they have regular periods lasting -from 

1 to 100 days. Polaris is an example of one. ) 
ANS. Cepheid Variable ~ 

3. BONUS 25 PTS. 
His views about the trinity led to the founding of Unitarianism and he fled 
Spain for France where his fame in medicine preceded him. The Inquisition moved 
against him in France, he fled to Switzerland, was seized on John Calvinls 
orders and burned at the stake. ForJ.f25 pts. name him. 

ANS. Michael Servetus X' :[) 

4. BONUS 25 PTS 
1111 describe an Egyptian god, you identify them, 5 pts. each. 
1. High god of Memphis, he was god of magic and is usually depicted as a mummy. 

ANS. Ptah Y 
2. Ibis headed, he was the teacher of the arts of civilization and chief aid of 

Osiris. He invented speech. 
ANS. Thoth -/. 

3. The sister of Isis, she was Setls wife. ANS. Nephthys ~ 
4. The -falcon-headed son of Isis and Osiris, he grew up to defeat Set. 

ANS. Horus 
5. The jackal headed god of embalming, he was son of Nephthys and Osiris. 

ANS. Anubis V 

5. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Identify this bestseller, 30-20-10. 
1. It was subtitled The Preservtion of Favored Races in the Struggle for Life.1 
2. On its first day of publication in 1858, it sold out the first edition. ~ 
3. Its author was 50 when it was published, but already was famous for his 

theory of evolution. 

ANS. Origin of Species J -



6. BONUS 25 PTS. 
In addltlon to the names we know other countries, many have na1les that people 
who live their call them, for example Suomi for Finland. 1111 give you the narne 
you identify the country, 5 pts. each. 
1. Bharat ANS. India X 
2. Elliniki ANS. Greece ~ 
3. Jumhuriyah Misr al-Arabiya ANS. Egypt ~~ 
4. Magyar Nepkoztarasag ANS. Hungary 
5. Cymru ANS. Wales ~ 

7. BONUS 25 PTS. 
Hi there, its time for your bonus. The clues to the anwers for this bonus is 
the prefix "h-y-". For 5 pts. each, answer these questions. 
1. It is the commercial technique for growing certain crop plants. 

ANS. HydrO~onics vi 
2. It is the order of insects which inclu es bees and wasps. 

ANS. Hymenoptera vi 
3. It ;s the floating bone in the throat of humans. 

ANS. Hyoid ~ 
4. It is the name of both a former state in south-central India and the third 

l.argest city in Pakistan. ANS. Hyderabad v 
5. They are the heavier members ·of the class of particles known as baryons. 

ANS. Hyperons ~ 

8. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Les Six were a group of young French composers who joined with Eric Satie in the 
early 20th century in reacting against impressionism. For 5 pts. each, name 
these six musicians. o 
ANS. Arthur Honegger; Dariu s Mil haud·;· Francoi s Paul enc; George s Auri c 

Louis Durey; Germaine Tailleferre 

9. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Identify this author, 30-20-10. 
1. He wrote a number of scientific treatises, including an analysis of light 

and color in 1810 in which he argued that Newtonls mode of light was wrong. 
2. Most of this Gennanls works have been translated into English, most notably 

by Thomas Carlyle. 
3. His works include the dra1la Gotz von Berlichingen and The Sorrows of Young 

Werther. 

ANS. Johann Wolfgang von Goethe 

10. BONUS 30 PTS. 
The 1988 Olympics featured three former menls world figure skating cha1lpions 
vying for the gold medal. First, for 5 pts. each, name them. 

ANS. Brian Boitanof Brian Orser{ Alexander Fadeev 
Despite the assertion by some reporters that 1988 was the fi rstyear in which 
that had occurred, 1980 also featured three menls world cha1lps vying for the 
gold. For 5 pts. each, who were they? ~ v 

ANS. Jan Hoffman; Vladimir Kovalev; Charles Tickner 
\/ 
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11. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Thus- far, -the-r9-m3 presidential race has been very interesting, largely because 
both parties had hotly contested races. The last election where that occurred 

_ was 1960. John Kennedy won, but, for 5 pts. each, who were the other 6 
candidates, 4 Democrats and 2 Republicans, who vied for the nomination? 

/' v V v-
ANS. Richard Nixon; Lyndon Johnson; Hubert Humphrey; Adlai Stevenson; · 

Stuart Symington;~lson Rockefeller 

J 
12. BONUS 30 PTS 
Time for an economics quiz. For 10 pts. each, supply the term given the 
following definitions. 
1. It is a brokerage account that allows a person to trade securities on credit. 

ANS. Margin Accou~ 
2. An acquisition of a public company by a small group who borrows the purchase 

price and repays the debt by selling company assets. ~ 
ANS. Leveraged Buy-Out 

3. This type of economics advocates policies that raise capital and labor output 
by increasing the incentives to produce. ~' 

ANS. Supply Side Economics ~ 

13. BONUS 30 PTS. 
Given a description of an important named chemical reagent, identify it for 10 
pts. each. 
1. A test for unsaturation in organic compounds, a solution of potassium 

permanganate is made alkaline then decolourized when shaken with an 
unsaturated c~npound. 

ANS. Bayerl s Reagent 'i . 
2r It consists of potassium mercuri-iodide in potassium iodide and all alkaloids 

will precipitate with it. . X' 
ANS. Mayerls Reagent 

3. One of the most common tests of urea, it contains a little 
suphanilic, and hydrochloric acids and .water. 

so d i urn n it rat e , 

ANS. Ehrl i ch IS Re agent i 

14. BONUS 30 PTS 
Thomas pynchon was one of the most popular and innovative writers to emerge 
during the 1960 1 s, and his works are still widely read. Given a character from 
one of Pynchonls novels, identify it, 10 pts. each. 
1. Benny Profane ANS. V ~ 
2. Oedipa Maas ANS. The Crying of Lot 49 "7 
3. Tyrone Slothrop ANS. Gravityl s Rainbow t .'" 

\ J: 

15. BONUS 25 PTS. 
I III give you a significant event in European history, you tell me its date 
5 pts. each and a 5 pt. bonus if all 4 are correct. 
1. Battle of Tours 
2. The Catholic and Orthodox Churches Split 
3. The Great Sch i Sin begi ns 
4. Battle of Lepanto 

~ AN S . 732 A.D. / 
ANS. 1054 V' 

ANS. 1378 ./ 
ANS. T57I V 

for 
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16. BONUS 30 PTS. 
During the reign of the ~erovingians, the Kingdo~ of the Franks 
was divided into two parts, a western and eastern kingdo~. For 
15 pts. each . identify: . 
1. The western kingdo~, taken fro'll the Frankish w'Jrd for "most 

recent" to reflect new conquests oj the Jvlerovingians. 
A.i.~S. Neustria ./ 

2. The eastern kingdo'll, it covered 'lloJt of Gaul and spread into 
Ger'llany. . ANS. Austrasia ~ 

17. BeNDS 30 PTS. 
Identify these choreographers fro'll a description, 10 pts. each~ 
1. An eclective innovative choreographer, her works include 

"Deuce Coup" and the "Catherine \'lheel." 
. ANS. Twyla Tharp 

2. His A'llerican Dance Theatre uses dra'llatic African motifs as 
their pri'llary the~e. His works include "Revelations. 1I 

ANS. Alvin Ailey 
3. Kainly a 'llusical co~edy choreographer, his exuberant works 

include Fancy Free and West Side Story. 
AN~. Jer'J~e Hobbins 

10. BON US 30 ?TS. 
Identify the A'llerican poet fro~ a list of his works, 30-20-10. 
1. The Ballad of the Gallows Bird (1896) 
2. Lincoln, The ~an of the ~e o ple (1901) 
3. The Man ~ith a Hee ( 1899) 

ANS. Edwin i\Jarkha~ 

19. BONUS 25 PTS. 
Only, countries have won soccer's ~orld Cup the sa~e year they 
were the host tea~. For 5 pts. each, na~e the~. 

ANS. Uruguay(1930); Italy(1934); England(1966); West Ger'llany(197 2 ) 
j'_rgentina( 1970) 

20. BONUS 20 ?TS. 
This fa~ily of about 20 languages appears to be unrelated to 
any other known laguage fa'llily. Spoken in southern India and 
nort hern Sri Lanka, they include felugu and la ~ il. Eor 20 pts. 
identify this language fa~ily. 

ANS. Dravidian 




